
ANNEX A 
 
FOI2019/07185 
I would like to confirm that I am seeking the agenda and minutes of the Policy Exchange seminar, 

entitled Clearing the Fog of law which took place on December 8. I am also seeking copies of any and 

all documents prepared for or connected with this meeting. I suggest that you search in the records 

of the defence secretary and his then special advisers. I also suggest that you search for documents a 

month either side of the seminar.     

 

 

 

FOI2019/07211 

Please note that the reference to the Duke and Duchess of Sussex in all the questions below should 
include both The Duke and Duchess as individuals and the Duke and Duchess acting as a couple. It 
should also include their private secretary (ies), their press secretary (ies) and those members of 
staff in their private office with the authority to write and respond to correspondence and 
communications on their behalf. 
 
Please note that the reference to the Secretary of State should include the Secretary of State; 
his/her private secretary (ies) and staff in their private office able to write and reply on behalf of the 
Secretary of State. 
 
Please note that the reference to all written communications in the questions below should include 
all correspondence and communications including letters, faxes as well as emails sent and received 
through Government, Royal Household and other official email accounts. It should also include those 
email messages sent via private email addresses and those messages sent through encrypted 
services eg WhatsApp.   
 
Please note that I am only interested in information which relates to 1 January   2019 to the present 
day. 
 
1...During the aforementioned period did The Duke and or Duchess of Sussex communicate with the 
Secretary of State in writing.    This correspondence and communication will include letters, faxes, 
emails (including but not limited to emails sent via private email accounts) and messages sent via 
encrypted message services.   
 
2...If the answer to question one is yes can you please provide copies of these written messages and 
communications?   
 
3...During the aforementioned period did The Secretary of State reply to these messages and or did 
he/she send written messages and communications to the Duke and or Duchess.   These written 
messages will include letters, faxes, emails (including but not limited to emails sent via private email 
accounts) and messages sent via encrypted sites. 
 
4...If the answer to question three is yes can you please provide copies of these written messages. 
 
5....If any relevant documentation has been destroyed can you please provide the following details. 
In the case of each destroyed piece of documentation can you state when it was destroyed and 
why.   In the case of each destroyed piece of correspondence can you also provide a brief outline of 
its contents.      In the case of each piece of destroyed communication and correspondence   can you 
provide details of sender (s), recipient (s) and details of the date it was generated.   In the case of 



each piece of destroyed communication can you please provide a brief description of its contents. If 
any of this destroyed documentation continues to be held in another form can you please provide 
copies of that documentation. 
 

 

 

FOI2019/08865 

My request concerns Prince's Consent the process whereby Government departments formally 
consult The Prince of Wales and his staff about Government bills which may have implications for 
him as The Duke of Cornwall and or his Duchy of Cornwall estate. 
 
I have confined my request to the issue of Government Bills because I understand Prince's consent is 
normally sought in relation to bills. 
 
Having said that can you also provide information about those occasions when the Department may 
have sought Prince's Consent   for other kinds of legislative/policy proposals. 
 
Please note that I am only interested in information generated between and relevant to the period 
January 1 2014 to 1 January 2016. 
 
Please do supply any relevant information which you may hold for a predecessor department. 
 
1...Does the department hold documentation which lists those occasions when it has sought Prince's 
Consent for particular Government Bills.   I am interested in all Bills irrespective of whether they 
eventually made it onto the statute book or not.   
 
2...If the answer is yes can you please list those occasions during the relevant period when the 
department has sought Prince's consent for a Government bill.            
 
In the case of each occasion can you provide the following information.   Please include information 
about all Bills irrespective of whether they made it onto the statute book or not. 
 
a...Can you provide the name of the Bill and the sponsoring Minister (s). 
 
b...Can you state on what date Prince's consent was sought?   
 
c...Can you state who sought Prince's consent.   Was it the Secretary of State or a member of staff 
working in his/her private office?   Was it a member of the Ministerial team or a member of staff in 
his/her private office?   Can you identify the relevant Minister?   Was it another departmental 
employee or representative?    Please specify.   Please feel free to redact the names of any civil 
servants whose identities you would normally not disclose under FOI/EIR. 
 
d...Who did the department contact?   Was it The Duke of Cornwall or his private office?   Was it the 
Duke in his capacity as Prince of Wales?   Was it the Prince's private office?      Was it The Duchy of 
Cornwall estate? Was it the Duchy's legal advisers? Was it any other? Please specify.   
 
e...Can you specify whether Prince's consent was granted or not?   Can you state on what date 
Prince's consent was granted? Can you state on what date Prince's consent was announced to 
Parliament. 
 
 



 

FOI2019/09635 

• The amount of financial assistance provided by the MOD to Pitch@Palace, the charitable trust set 
up by Prince Andrew, in each year since 20114 
 
• Minutes of all meetings between MOD staff and Pitch@Palace in 2017, 2018 and 2019 
 
• All correspondence between the MOD Defence Innovation Unit and Pitch@Palace in 2017, 2018 
and 2019 
 

 

 

EIR2019/10841 

Please note that I am only interested in information which relates to the period 23 July 2019 to the 
present day. 
   
Please note that my reference to The Secretary of State in the questions below should include The 
Secretary of State him/herself;   his/her private secretary (ies) as well as   anyone in his/her   private 
office able to correspond on his/her behalf. 
   
Please note that my reference to The Prince of Wales in the questions below should include His 
Royal Highness, His Private Secretary (ies); his Press Secretary and anyone in his private office able to 
correspond on his behalf. 
   
Please note that I am interested in receiving copies of all written correspondence and 
communication including but not limited to letters, faxes; emails ( irrespective of whether they were 
sent through private or official accounts) and messages sent through so called encrypted services. 
   
1…During the aforementioned period did The Prince of Wales write to The Secretary of State about 
the environment or   issues and   policy areas which have implications for the environment as 
defined by The Environmental Information Regulations. 
   
2…If the answer is yes can you please provide copies of this correspondence and communication? 
   
3…During the aforementioned period did The Secretary of State reply   to the above or take it upon 
himself to write to The   Prince about the environment or issues and policy areas which have 
implications for the environment as defined by The Environmental Information Regulations? 
   
4…If the answer to question three is yes can you please provide  copies  of this correspondence and 
communication. 
   
5…During the aforementioned period did The Secretary of State meet with The   Prince of Wales to 
discuss either the environment or issues and policy areas which could have implications for the 
environment as defined by The Environmental Information Regulations.   Please   note that I am only 
interested in meetings at which these two individuals   were present although other individuals 
could have be in attendance.   I am only interested in receiving information relating to pre-arranged 
meetings between the two individuals. Please do NOT include any   chance meetings at social 
occasions. Please also   include those meetings which have already been agreed but which have yet 
to take place. 
   



6…If the answer to question five is yes can you state when and where the meeting took place.   In 
the case   of each   meeting can you provide   a full list of those in attendance.   In the case of each 
meeting can you detail the topics under discussion. In the case of each meeting can you please 
provide copies of any briefing notes prepared for The Secretary of State and any other departmental 
staff and representatives in attendance. Please also include details of meetings which have been 
arranged but which have yet to take place. 
   
7…If any documentation relevant to this request has been destroyed can you please supply the 
following information. 
   
a…Can you provide a full list of documents which were destroyed. In the case of each document can 
you state when it was destroyed and why? In the case of each document can you please provide a 
brief outline of its contents. 
   
b…In the case of each destroyed piece   of correspondence and communication can   you 
provide   details of the author, the recipient   as well as the date sent. Can you also provide a brief 
outline of the contents. 
   
If any destroyed documentation including but not limited to correspondence and communication 
continues to be held in another form can you please provide copies of that documentation. 
 
   
 

FOI2019/11614 

I understand that the Duke of York has access to RAF helicopters and planes for his personal and 
professional transport. 
I also understand that he is permitted to take guests on some of these trips where it is cleared by 
security. 
   
I would like to request a full list of journeys where Jeffrey Epstein or Ghislaine Maxwell travelled on 
board RAF aircraft as a guest of the Duke of York (with or without his presence). 
between the years 1997 to 2015 inclusive. 
   
I believe this information can be found by looking at the Duke of York’s travel and at the passenger 
logs for those flights. 
I believe there is no security issue in confirming when these people travelled on board his flights. 
   
 

 

FOI2019/11619 

• The amount of financial assistance provided by the MOD to Pitch @ Palace, the charitable trust set 
up by Prince Andrew, in 2017, 2018 and 2019 
 
• Correspondence between the MOD Defence Innovation Unit and Pitch @ Palace in 2018 and 2019 
 

 

 

FOI2020/00003 

Please may I request the Minutes/RoDs of the ACMB and CEB for the calendar year 2019. 

 

 



 

FOI2020/00176 

I would like to request the following information relating to a meeting which took place between His 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales and Dr John Reid, the then Secretary of State for Defence on 13 
December 2005. 
 
According to the Court Circular the meeting took place at Clarence House.   
 
Please note that the reference to the   Prince of Wales in the questions below should include the 
Prince himself, his Principal Private Secretary (ies), any other private secretary (ies) and anyone in his 
private office able to correspond and communicate on his behalf. 
 
Please note that the reference to Dr Reid should include Dr Reid himself,   his Principal Private 
Secretary (ies), any other private secretary (ies) and anyone in his private office able to correspond 
and communicate on his behalf. 
 
Please note that the reference to written correspondence and   communications in the questions 
below should include traditional forms of correspondence such as letters and faxes, emails 
irrespective of whether they were sent through private or official email accounts and any messages 
sent through any encrypted messaging services.   
 
1...Does the Ministry of Defence hold written documentation (generated at the time) which relates 
to the meeting and the issues discussed at the meeting. 
 
2...Can you please provide a full list of those present at the meeting?   
 
3...Did His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales write or communicate with Dr Reid about the meeting 
and the specific issues discussed at the meeting.    This correspondence may have take place before 
the meeting itself or it may have   post dated the meeting.    If the answer is yes can you please 
provide copies of this correspondence and communication. 
 
4...Did Dr Reid write or communicate with the Prince of Wales about the meeting and the specific 
issues discussed at the meeting.   This correspondence may have taken place before the meeting 
itself or it may have post dated the meeting. If the answer is yes can you please provide copies of 
this correspondence and communication including any emails.   
 
5...Was any agenda produced in advance of the meeting even if only an informal basis and for 
internal purposes only.      If the answer is yes can you please provide a copy of this agenda. 
 
6...Were any briefing notes (or similar) provided to Dr Reid    in advance of the meeting.   These 
briefing notes or similar would explore possible areas for discussion at the meeting   and or include 
details of the Prince's own work in the relevant areas being discussed and or the Government's 
relevant policies in the areas to be discussed.   
 
7...If the answer to question six is yes can you please provide a copy of these briefing notes.   
 
8...Did the Prince of Wales hand over any written or visual material to Dr Reid at the meeting.   If the 
answer is yes can you please provide a copy of this material.   
 
9...If relevant documentation has been destroyed by the Ministry of Defence or any other 
organisation acting on its behalf can you please provide the following details. 



 
a...Can you please identify which documents have been destroyed and in the case of each piece of 
destroyed documentation can you provide a relevant title and a brief outline of its contents. 
 
b...In the case of each piece of destroyed documentation can you please state when it was 
destroyed and why? 
 
c...In the case of each piece of   actual written correspondence and communication which has been 
destroyed can you provide details of the date generated, the author, the recipient and a brief outline 
of its contents.   
 
d...In the case of all destroyed documentation if the documentation continues to be held in another 
form can you please provide a copy of that destroyed documentation.   
 
 

 

FOI2020/01693 

My request is for any and all documents, memos, communication and discussions between the MOD 
and the Canadian government, Canadian government officials and representatives, and/or the office 
of the Governor General regarding: 
 
Costs and arrangements related to security while the Duke and Duchess of Sussex (Prince Harry and 
Meghan Markle) are in Canada.   
 
 

 

FOI2020/01695 

My request is for any and all documents, memos, communication and discussions between the MOD 
and the Canadian government, Canadian government officials and representatives, and/or the office 
of the Governor General regarding: 
 
The use of police and/or security personnel (both British and/or Canadian) while the Duke and 
Duchess of Sussex (Prince Harry and Meghan Markle) are in Canada. 
 
 
 

FOI2020/01799 

I would like to request the following information relating to a meeting which took place between His 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales and the Rt Hon Gavin Williamson  on 30 January 2018 
   
According to the Court Circular the meeting took place at Clarence House.   
   
Please note that the reference to the   Prince of Wales in the questions below should include the 
Prince himself,   the Prince’s Principal Private Secretary (ies), any other private secretary (ies) and 
anyone in his private office able to correspond and communicate on his behalf.   
   
Please note that the reference to both Mr Williamson and the Secretary of State in the questions 
should be taken to include Mr Williamson/the Secretary of State himself,   his Principal Private 
Secretary (ies), any other private secretary (ies) and anyone in his private office able to correspond 
and communicate on his behalf. 
   



Please note that the reference to written correspondence and   communications in the questions 
below should include traditional forms of correspondence such as letters and faxes, emails 
irrespective of whether they were sent through private or official email accounts and any messages 
sent through any encrypted messaging services.   
   
1...Does the department hold written documentation (generated at the time) which relates to the 
meeting and the issues discussed at the meeting. 
   
2...Please provide a full list of those present at the meeting?   
   
3...Did His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales write or communicate with the Secretary of State 
about the meeting and the specific issues discussed at the meeting.    This correspondence and 
written communication may have taken place before the meeting itself or it may have   post-dated 
the meeting.    If the answer is yes can you please provide copies of this correspondence and 
communication including emails.   
   
4...Did the Secretary of State write or communicate with the Prince of Wales about the meeting and 
the specific issues discussed at the meeting.   This correspondence and written communication may 
have taken place before the meeting itself or it may have post-dated the meeting. If the answer is 
yes can you please provide copies of this correspondence and communication including any emails.   
   
5...Was any agenda produced in advance of the meeting even if only an informal basis and for 
internal purposes only.      If the answer is yes can you please provide a copy of this agenda. 
   
6...Were any briefing notes (or similar) provided to the Secretary of State   in advance of the 
meeting.   These briefing notes or similar would explore possible areas for discussion at the 
meeting   and or include details of the Prince's own work in the relevant areas being discussed and 
or the Government's relevant policies in the areas to be discussed.   
   
7...If the answer to question six is yes can you please provide a copy of these briefing notes.   
   
8...Did the Prince of Wales hand over any written or visual material to the   Secretary of State at the 
meeting.   If the answer is yes can you please provide a copy of this material.   
   
9...If relevant documentation has been destroyed by the department or any other organisation 
acting on its behalf can you please provide the following details. 
   
a...Can you please identify which documents have been destroyed and in the case of each piece of 
destroyed documentation can you provide a relevant title and a brief outline of its contents. 
   
b...In the case of each piece of destroyed documentation can you please state when it was 
destroyed and why? 
   
c...In the case of each piece of   actual written correspondence and communication which has been 
destroyed can you provide details of the date generated, the author, the recipient and a brief outline 
of its contents.   
   
d...In the case of all destroyed documentation if the documentation continues to be held in another 
form can you please provide a copy of that destroyed documentation.   
   
 



 

FOI2020/08067 

Section 364 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 provides for Her Majesty to appoint the Director of 

Service Prosecutions. 

 

I am therefore writing under the Freedom of Information Act to request a copy of the Royal Warrant 

or other instrument appointing the current Director.  

 

 

 

FOI2020/12324 

Can you provide me with the date on which the shoulder boards for Officers of Air Rank in the Royal 

Air Force changed to the design worn by Marshal of the Royal Air Force HRH The Prince of Wales 

wore at the Cenotaph Service on 8th November 2020? That design had an eagle, four thin gold 

stripes and one thick gold strip. The previous design for Air Officers seemed to be similar to the 

design of an Army Field Marshal.  

 

 

 

FOI2020/12403 

All correspondence  your department has sent or received  from  Charles Philip Arthur George 
Mountbatten-Windsor - commonly known as  Charles, Prince of Wales - in the calendar  year 2020.   
 

 

 

FOI2020/12734 

1. The number of gallantry awards and operational honours that have been given to members of HM 

Armed Forces on closed/classified honours lists over the last five years. 

 

2. The number divided into grades of award by year, e.g.: 2019 - 1 Victoria Cross, 2 Queen's Gallantry 

Medal 

 

3. No operational information, identities of recipients, ranks, service branch, locations of operations, 

units, or citations need to be included. 

 

 

 

FOI2020/12735 

1. The Letters Patent issued to HRH the Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, on his appointment as Lord 

High Admiral. 

 

 


